Expression of genes encoding antimicrobial proteins and members of the toll-like receptor/nuclear factor-kappaB pathways in engineered human skin.
Skin functions as a first line of defense against microbial invasion. Tissue-engineered cultured skin substitutes (CSS) are used to aid wound closure in massively burned patients, and have been used to facilitate safe and effective wound closure in adult patients with chronic wounds. Although they contain only two cell types at grafting, they can potentially contribute to innate defense against pathogens and stimulation of adaptive immunity. Gene microarrays were used to identify expression in cultured skin of genes involved in innate and adaptive immune responses, and to evaluate the effects of cytokine stimulation on expression levels. Cultured skin expressed multiple antimicrobial protein genes, including human beta defensins 1 and 2 and S100A12. In addition, the antiviral gene APOBEC3G, which was not previously identified in skin, was expressed in CSS and up-regulated by interleukin-1alpha and tumor necrosis factor alpha. Cathelicidin was not expressed in unstimulated CSS, but was induced by cytokine treatment. Further, genes encoding several proinflammatory cytokines and members of the toll-like receptor and nuclear factor kappa B pathways were expressed in CSS, suggesting that cells in CSS can mediate activation of inflammatory responses. The observed expression patterns indicate that engineered human skin utilizes innate defense mechanisms similar to those reported for native skin. Therefore, regulation of these pathways by cytokine stimulation may offer a mechanism for increasing innate immunity in CSS to combat wound infection after grafting onto patients.